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Aspire to Give℠ is the Resource Every Donor Needs to Give Wisely
Guidance on making smarter and more eﬀective ﬁnancial giving choices

AUBURN, AL, April 2018. Aspire to Give℠ was created to educate donors and grantors
on making smart and eﬀective ﬁnancial giving choices, and to empower them to do so.
Donors and grantors are moved by philanthropic passion, but often ﬁnd themselves not
knowing what, when, how, or how much to give. Aspire to Give℠ helps donors achieve
their philanthropic goals by serving as a resource for their giving strategy. Aspire to Give℠
serves donors by helping them understand the process of solving social challenges through
giving, with a focus on their local community.
“In the course of helping others ﬁnancially navigate into and through retirement, my clients and mentors inspired me by their generosity, caring, and desire to make a diﬀerence,”
says founder, Greg Doepke. “I also realized that there was a real need in the charitable
ﬁnancial giving landscape: while there are so many worthwhile causes and organizations
always asking for money, there is so little guidance for donors in the giving of money! I
founded Aspire to Give℠ to ﬁll this need. As a servant leader, I realized the need to educate
donors and grantors so that they can make a greater diﬀerence through their ﬁnancial giving.”
Aspire to Give℠ educates donors about the various donation avenues available to them,
and introduces them to the latest philanthropic tools and techniques. Aspire to Give℠
serves as a bridge to the collaborative engagement amongst all community stakeholders— individuals, businesses, nonproﬁts, education, faith communities, and government.
A priority for Aspire to Give℠ is the nurturing, promoting and growing of social entrepreneurship within local communities. For more information visit www.AspiretoGive.com.
Greg Doepke can be contacted by phone at (334) 539-8046 or through email at info@
aspiretogive.com.
About Greg Doepke
After working as a wealth advisor and serving nonproﬁts for over 20 years, Greg Doepke, founder, felt that there was a missing link between donors and their ﬁnancial giving
choices. The fast-changing evolution of philanthropic giving, and the growing need for
education for both donors and grantors to apply new leading-edge philanthropic tools and
techniques prompted Doepke to create Aspire to Give℠. Aspire to Give℠ discovers donors’ goals and educates them by serving as a resource for their giving strategy.
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